However, he mistakenly murders Antonio and then murders one of the brothers. Finally, Bosola and the remaining brother kill each other. "Elizabethan opinion, for all practical purposes, made no distinction between the villainy and revengefulness of Italian and Spaniard, and the two were often linked in condemnation" (56).
Aside from the likeness to the actual struggles of 16 th century England, the revenge tragedies were also enjoyed by English audiences for pure entertainment. They were not queasy or uneasy about blood and violence as one might expect.
The Elizabethan who attended public executions as an amusement was used to the sight of blood and would scarcely flinch from it on stage. Rather, he would demand it, for he was keenly interested in murders for any other motive than simple robbery. Murder to expedite a theft was easily understandable, and the offender was promptly hanged; yet murder for different motives excited the Elizabethan audience"s curiosity. (Bowers 16) Thus, although the revenge tragedies could be incredibly gory and violent, this was not a new phenomenon for Elizabethan audiences who were accustomed to public bloody violence and death. The Elizabethans supported the act of revenge in accordance to the act being avenged. Shakespeare"s Titus Andronicus also relies heavily on the classics, closely resembling Seneca"s
Thyestes, a figure of Greek mythology adopted by Roman Seneca. In the play, Atreus also kills two sons and bakes them in pies, feeding them to their father, Thyestes. Titus also makes references and allusions to classical figures. For example, moments before killing his daughter, Titus asks the emperor if it was rash of Virginius to murder his own daughter. Furthermore, Senecan plays dealt with mutilation, torture, incest, corpses and cannibalism in ways similar to
Titus Andronicus. The difference of course remains that Senecan tragedies are dramas of violent extremes, meant solely to be read and not performed. In contrast, Shakespeare presents his plays to be enacted. He presents audiences with all the gore and horror, while portraying the issues of his own day.
Before we look further into the elements of the Revenge tragedy, it is relevant to first take a look at the tragedy itself. According to Aristotle, tragedies should incorporate certain qualities. A tragedy should consist of pathos or "a destructive or painful act, such as deaths on stage, paroxysms of pain, woundings, and all that sort of thing" (Jacobus) . The revenge tragedy borrows from these Aristotelian ideas, though not completely. Pascale Aebischer asserts, "…the motifs these tragedies share -the ghost, madness, delay, plays-within-plays, murders and the eventual death of the revenger -results in a typology of the genre that is even more restrictive than Bowers" formula for Kydian tragedy had been…" It is undisputable that the Elizabethan Revenge tragedies were greatly influenced by the works of the Roman playwright Seneca.
Aristotle called for a more unified structure, not the great mess that is often found in Elizabethan tragedies. Still, Seneca was influenced by the Greeks and subsequently, Aristotle himself. "The influence of Seneca (or, to speak more correctly, of the tragedies ascribed to him) upon the Elizabethan drama is so plainly marked that no competent historian of our literature could fail to notice it" (Cunliffe 1). Senecan plays were dramas which amplified the horror of tragic situations and they dealt with the same level of violence and gore as Elizabethan dramas.
Eugene Hill lists some of the common attributes of the Revenge tragedy,
Revenge tragedy is extraordinarily simple in some respects, built upon a handful of motifs (ghosts, madness, delay, horrible killing) that it derives from its ancient progenitor, the Roman tragic poet Seneca. At the same time, it bears a complexity of implication that will keep playgoers and readers intellectually stimulated and puzzled as well as thrilled by the exhibited gore. (327) The influence of Seneca on the Elizabethan Revenge tragedy is incredibly vast. First and foremost, Seneca"s influence is seen in the external structure of the English dramas. "The most obvious way that Seneca affected the modern drama was in external form. From Seneca the European drama in general, and English tragedy in particular, received the five acts which have become the rule of the modern stage" (Cunliffe 32) . Furthermore, the English Revenge tragedies often dealt with large questions of life. The tragic hero often has a fatal tragic flaw and the tragic events happening are beyond the individual"s control. Thus, as an audience we question whether or not the tragic heroes deserve their fates. Often, tragedies feature royal, powerful characters who experience a reversal of fortunes and fall from a position of great power or influence. The audience is meant to feel pity and fear and to experience pathos and catharsis or a purging of emotion. These characteristics are reflective of Aristotle"s ideals. Furthermore, the actions and themes are often far-fetched and violent while the character exacting the revenge is usually killed and is often seen gradually going mad. They are killed when they have fallen in too deep and there is no way for them to redeem themselves. Bowers explains the situation in which the tragic revengers find themselves which lead to their downfall:
That the majority of stage-revengers -Hieronimo, Titus, Hoffman, Sciarrha, and Rosaura, to name only a few -met their death, may be attributed either to the fact that they turned from sympathetic, wronged heroes to bloody maniacs whose revenge might better have been left to God; or else that they strain of the horrible situation in which they found themselves so warped their characters that further existence in a normal world became impossible and death was the only solution.
There is usually a female character who contributes to the tragic action and acts like a catalyst.
There is sometimes an element of fatalism, in which the characters" fates are unavoidable or at least predictable from the start. Still, perhaps the most obvious influence is seen in the bloody violence and extreme gore used by both Seneca and the later English playwrights.
Seneca"s plays were centered on violence and told stories of incest, cannibalism and the devouring of one"s own children, not unlike Titus Andronicus. "He [Seneca] contents himself with amplifying the horror of the tragic situations till they become disgusting, and exaggerating the expression of passion till it becomes ridiculous" (Cunliffe 18) . Bowers describes the Senecan tragedy as bloody, but piteous.
Horrors are piled on horrors, with the cruelty of the scenes augmented by the keen delight Seneca takes in the realistic depictions of bloody actions and physical torture. Pity is felt, however, not only for the innocent but even for the guilty in the midst of the torments of their retribution or of their remorse. (43) Shakespeare"s Titus Andronicus is quite obviously inspired by Seneca"s most disgusting works.
Cunliffe asserts, "The subject and style of the tragedy [Titus] Seneca is peculiarly free from local restrictions, and to this we may perhaps ascribe the fact that Elizabethan tragedy, though thrilled through and through with patriotism, deals with men and ideas of universal interest. Shakespeare glorified some of his plays with an impassioned spirit of healthy patriotism, but of his masterpieces it is peculiarly true they are "not of an age, but for all time." (15)
Thus, the Senecan influence on the Elizabethan Revenge tragedies allowed them to appeal to a larger audience even today. Today, Seneca"s five-act tragedy is still with us and our idea of tragedy "leads us to expect deeds of violence and blood, vividly presented in highly wrought scenes, and weighted with well-expressed thought" (125). Today, we may not be comfortable witnessing a public execution or hoping to see blood and guts on the stage. However, we have a pre-conceived notion of "tragedy" in our minds. The word alone ignites images of violence and despair. The Elizabethan Revenge tragedy has paved the way for the violence, gore and death we see on stage today in many modern, tragic shows. Madness is a recurring aspect of revenge tragedies, used many times as a strategic element of the revenger"s plans.
II. Titus Andronicus as a Revenge Tragedy
In revenge tragedies, a female character usually plays a pivotal role, especially for the revenger. The revenge tragedy often utilizes women as catalysts for some kind of tragic action.
In Titus Andronicus, Lavinia is completely ruined by men and this ignites the fuel in Titus to act swiftly and cruelly. Titus is fueled with anger and a thirst for revenge as he laments the tragic state of his daughter.
Or shall we cut away our hands, like thine?
Or shall we bite our tongues, and in dumb shows …he grasped her tongue with a pair of forceps, and cut it out with his cruel sword.
The remaining stump still quivered in her throat, while the tongue itself lay pulsing and murmuring incoherently to the dark earth. It writhed convulsively, like a snake"s tail when it has newly been cut off, and, dying, tried to reach its This theatricality of this quintessential revenge tragedy can be interpreted in a number of ways. The reasons for this early popularity or notoriety can only be inferred. Especially in the early 1590s, the very features that have proved problematic for subsequent editors, directors, actors, and readers (e.g., the mythological allusions, the long, rhetorical passages, the on-stage violence) may have appealed to playgoers still under the spell of The Spanish Tragedy and Tamburlaine. (Dessen 6) It"s true that today, many consider Titus Andronicus to be "unplayable," but at the peak of its popularity, Titus was taking audiences by storm. This could be because Titus Andronicus played to audiences" tastes. One mustn"t forget the public executions and bear-baiting spectacles to which early Renaissance audiences flocked. Public execution was in fact a ritual with which Elizabethan audiences were very familiar and these executions were very theatrical events. The following is from a 1589 sentence passed on a nobleman who was found guilty of treason:
III. Early Staging of Titus Andronicus
That he should be conveyed to the Place from whence he came, and from thence to the place of Execution, and there to be hanged until he were half dead, his large number of unrecorded performances took place" (Metz 155 "There were costumes to match vocations, of course: doctors" gowns of scarlet, lawyers" gowns in black, blue coats for serving-men…fools" coats with cap and bauble, and of course soldiers"
coats. These were worn with little concern for historical accuracy" (Gurr 198 To better understand the early staging of this play, it is also important to consider the theatre in which it was performed. "The first production of which we have definite knowledge, the one on 23 January 1594 by Sussex"s Men, probably took place at the Rose Theatre on the Bankside" usually round or polygonal, which is illustrated in the photo. Furthermore, near the front of the stage there was a large trapdoor often utilized in several productions:
The theatres built by the Elizabethans allowed for triple-layered performance.
There was a gallery or upper stage (Juliet"s window is the most famous use of this "above" or "aloft" space), the main stage which projected into the auditorium…and the "cellarage" below the stage, reached by a trap-door. In Titus Andronicus When it comes to stage realism, one aspect of the theatre to affect the performance was the lack of a proscenium arch to separate the players from the audience. Thus, the presentation of realism and illusion became much more difficult ,since the players were in such close proximity to the audience. For this reason, the trap door previously mentioned was incredibly significant:
The trap door provided another [visual signal], its position under the stage surface offering a hell for Marlowe"s Barabbas, and Faustus to sink into, for devils to spring from, and for the ghost of Hamlet"s father to descend into before he speaks from his purgatorial grave under the earth of the stage floor. (Gurr 182) In addition to the trap door, Elizabethan players also made use of several other tricks to create different illusions for their audiences. To create blood, they would use "bladders" or sponges soaked in vinegar and hide them under their armpits. They would squeeze them to produce the image of dripping blood (Gurr 182 Realism was also achieved through the use of noises and smoke used to create mist and fog. Lavinia"s rape scene, not shown onstage, was clearly hinted at through the characters" mocking dialogue as well as the action of the pit.
There are no further records of early performances of Titus Andronicus prior to the closing of the theatres in 1642, after the English Civil War, although there must have been a number of unrecorded performances which took place. In the fall of 1678, after Charles II had re-opened the theaters, Edward Ravenscroft wrote a version of the tragedy to be acted. This would be the first of many adaptations of Titus Andronicus. In his preface "To the Reader," Ravenscroft begins by asserting that the play was in fact not written by Shakespeare at all, but by some other author who gave it to Shakespeare to be touched up. He goes on to say that, ""It seems rather a heap of Rubbish than a Structure"" (Dessen 7). It therefore comes as no surprise that
Ravenscroft took the liberty of making substantial changes to Shakespeare"s original work:
Thus, Ravenscroft adds various moralisations (often in couplets), makes several substantive changes in the plot and motivation, adds some striking stage effects, eliminates much on stage violence, buttresses the parts of Tamora and Aaron, and reconstitutes Shakespeare"s Act V, particularly the last scene. (Dessen 7) Ravenscroft"s version, with all of its cuts, removes several aspects of Shakespeare"s play. He cuts the preparation for the hunt in Act II Scene II, the fly killing scene, the on-stage arrow shooting, the clown"s scenes, and much of the violence usually displayed on stage. In Shakespeare"s version, Titus ignores Tamora"s pleas and this is what sparks a series of violent acts in retribution. However, Ravenscroft"s version makes Tamora less sympathetic:
In the 1687 version Titus and Lucius reveal that Tamora herself, when she had a son of Titus as captive, had been "deaf like the Gods when Thunder fills the Air"
and so "unmov"d beheld him made a Sacrifice / T"appease your Angry Gods". In a long speech, Titus recounts a vow he made to his remaining sons to do the same "if any of the Cruel Tamora's race / Should fall in Roman hands"…What for many interpreters is a pivotal choice or error in Shakespeare"s first scene is significantly altered by Ravenscroft so as to set forth a less culpable Titus and a less sympathetic Tamora. (Dessen 8) In this version, Tamora had behaved in the same fashion towards Titus and his son, so it is much easier for an audience to understand why Titus makes the decision to kill Tamora"s son. impurity of the original throughout"" (12 Time has brought about different attitudes and shifting opinions regarding Titus Andronicus.
These early performances and adaptations have paved the way for future performances, notably Peter Brook"s landmark production in 1955.
IV. Modern Staging and Adaptations
One of the most notable modern adaptations of Titus Andronicus appeared in 1923 at the Old Vic in London. It was directed by Robert Atkins and was the first uncensored, unchanged and original production to take place in years. Audiences found it difficult to fully digest this version, as characters die one right after the other in the final scene. This can lead to unwanted laughter as audiences may take this scene as a sort of joke rather than a horrific, tragic ending:
Atkins"s rendition is significant in that it represents the first reappearance since the 1660s of Shakespeare"s script in a major professional production. The mixed reaction of those who saw it however, took its toll, for theatrical professionals who remembered the audience laughter at the Old Vic, especially at the climactic murders, were reluctant to commit their time, energy, and resources to this tragedy. One of the biggest problems facing modern adaptors of this violent play is the audience"s Quayle played Aaron. In his program note, Brook described the play as, ""an austere and grim Roman Tragedy, horrifying indeed, but with a real primitive strength, achieving at times a barbaric dignity"" (Dessen 15). To achieve this "barbaric dignity," Brook utilized a number of theatrical techniques, using both sound and visuals to achieve his goal. He utilized music and lighting to create a bloody, ominous setting. The lighting was described as:
Shadowy, smoky, flaring with the torches whose flames were contained within strange distorted cages… [Brook] worked with a limited palette of colours in both costumes, and set and lighting: bile green, blacks, reds and browns, and the liverish colour of dried blood. The production began in an unearthly greenish darkness; by the last scene the stage was bathed in an ominous blood-red light, the costumes were red, and it was as if the whole universe on the stage had been drenched with blood. (Dessen 16) Furthermore, Brook used specific music to convey a mood at a particular scene. For Lavinia"s entrance in Act II, Scene IV, he utilized a simple, yet ominous tune on a harp and piano. Lavinia was revealed with red streamers emitting from her wrists and mouth as seen in the image to the left. According to Jonathon Bate, this stylization of Lavinia"s rape and dismemberment "shaped the predominant theatrical approach to the play for thirty years" (59). Meanwhile, Chiron and Demetrius are seen slowly backing away from her in horror. Although this production used streamers and ribbons to convey blood, particularly with Lavinia, not all critics were fans of the device. One critic, Rosemary Anne Sisson, believed that she could not be emotionally invested in Lavinia"s horrible fate since, ""though her mouth was half open, pityingly expressive and voiceless, the chin was clean, impossibly clean"" (Dessen 21). She asserts that more blood was needed in the scene. Moreover, Olivier played Titus, not as a triumphant war hero, but as a tired, old veteran, stubborn and indifferent to others" happiness. However, his performance was met with critical acclaim.
Similar to Ravenscroft"s earlier interpretation, Brook also took some liberties with Shakespeare"s original play. He chose to stylize many violent, typically gory moments and he also cut about 650 lines from the script. According to Ivor Brown, ""Brook"s method was to drain off the rivers of gore, never to parade the knife-work, and, instead, to symbolize a wound with a scarlet ribbon"" (Dessen 21). Essentially, Brook chose to create an ominous mood for his audience, not by drenching the stage in blood, but by doing the opposite. In a play abundant with murders, his production had no real gore. As a result, audiences did not laugh as they did with Atkins" earlier production, but many did in fact faint. Also like Ravenscroft, Brook made the deaths of Chiron and Demetrius occur off-stage so that the entire scene with Lavinia holding a Figure 6 basin of blood was omitted. When the two heads appear in Act III, Scene II, they were concealed by "black cloths and steel baskets" (Dessen 22) . Furthermore, Titus" detached hand was not displayed, the nurse in Act IV, Scene II was strangled rather than stabbed, and Marcus" speech to Lavinia was completely cut. With few less-than-pleased reviewers, Brook"s production was momentous and significant for the future stage-life of the play. It paved the way for Titus Andronicus to be performed with more regularity.
A number of productions of Titus Andronicus took place in the years that followed. In 1967, Gerald Freedman directed a rendition of the play for the New York Shakespeare Festival at the outdoor Delacorte Theatre in Central Park. This production was also met with much critical acclaim. In his introduction to an edition of Titus Andronicus, Freedman explains his process:
If one wants to create a fresh emotional response to the violence, blood and multiple mutilations of Titus Andronicus, one must shock the imagination and subconscious with visual images that recall the richness and depth of primitive rituals; with the power of poetic conventions drawn from the ancient theatres of Greece and the Orient; with instruments and sounds that nudge our ear without being clearly explicit or melodic; with fragments of myth and ceremony and childhood fantasies that still have the power to set our imaginations racing. Thus the choice of music, mask and chorus seemed inevitable to me in order to make the violence, gore and horror of this play more meaningful and emotional to a contemporary audience. (Metz 165) Similar to Peter Brook, Freedman stylized a great deal of the gore in his production. He used masks and music to create his own dark setting. His music included drums, rattles, horns and strings and he also used costumes which he has said, ""recreated an unknown people of a nonspecific time"" (Dessen 26) . He also made use of a narrator to explain what would occur in each scene and a chorus to serve as the Roman people and also to act as the characters" consciences.
Freedman stylized the violence on stage as well by using wand-like instruments instead of swords or daggers. These wands "did not touch the victims but were whirled over their heads and then flicked smartly down as the bodies fell, so a great deal was left to the imagination of the playgoer who had to fill in the actual violence" (Dessen 27) . Like the Peter Brook production, Lavinia"s dismemberment was displayed through the use of red ribbons coming from her wrists and mouth. Furthermore, one of the more successful effects of his stylized production occurred in Act III, Scene I when the severed heads of Titus" sons are presented on a platter. When the platter was revealed, it contained only two empty masks and nothing more. This prompted gasps from the audience since, ""the masks were now empty; it was the emptiness itself that was felt at the pit of the stomach"" (Dessen 28). Freedman"s use of masks was quite an interesting choice.
Instead of opting for the more popular fake heads or covered heads, he used a simple prop to produce audience reaction.
In the final scene in which all the characters at the feast end up dead, Freedman used another one of his stylizations. Dan Sullivan describes the effect:
A shadowy chorus envelops each figure in a billowing red cloth, which unwinds to reveal a black cloth underneath. Instead of pitching forward, the victim-head and shoulders now swathed in black-remains vertical: statues instead of corpses.
The effect is powerful, dignified and almost liturgical. (Dessen 28) Again, Freedman"s decision to stylize this scene had a positive effect. Rather than throw fake blood around and have the characters flopped over the table, he created a dark, menacing scene using a somber, yet unconventional technique. Once more, with this performance, Titus
Andronicus was beginning to appear less "unplayable" and more directors were willing to take on the challenge of staging the play.
In a 1974 production directed by Laird Williamson, Williamson blended both stylized elements as well as elements of realism. For instance, the severed heads of Act III, Scene I appeared believable, but the audience would not see Titus" amputated hand. Instead, they saw a white cloth covered in red rhinestones. Furthermore, Lavinia was wrapped in a net and dragged slowly off stage, a haunting image. Afterwards, the audience saw Lavinia in a hooded cloth covered in red rhinestones. In a later 1986 production, director Pat Patton also combined realism and stylization. He used red China silk streamers instead of blood for Lavinia"s mutilation,
Titus" amputated hand, and the murders of Chiron and Demetrius. In the final scene, the tree murders occur one right after the other, but in this production, soldiers came down with a red cloth to cover the bodies. The two severed heads were placed on poles and Titus" hand was carried off by Lavinia on a platter. The obstacle of leaning towards realism or stylized effects was seen in these many productions of Titus Andronicus.
Another issue that arises in the staging of this play is the issue of cutting the script and omitting several lines. As Alan Dessen states, "Today"s director regularly cuts lines, speeches, and even entire scenes from Shakespeare"s playscripts" (51). One of the reasons for this is that directors are trying to "bridge the many gaps between the 1590s and today" (Dessen 51). Titus Andronicus needs to be presented in a way that audiences of today can understand and believe.
Thus, directors choose to cut many scenes they deem "unplayable." The scene in which Tamora and her sons appear disguised as Revenge, Rape and Murder has proven problematic for several directors. Directors "usually resort to a darkened stage (to heighten the possibility of concealment), heavy make-up, and some kind of outlandish disguise for the three figures" (Dessen 78) . Another problematic scene is Marcus" discovery of Lavinia. His very long speech upon seeing Lavinia in her ravished state is often omitted. According to Dessen, "Faced with an audience that may have seen a Neil Simon comedy or Cats the previous night, today"s director will usually pare down such a speech which, to the modern ear or eye, seems ornate, even leisurely, rather than an anguished reaction to this horrible sight" (54). Consequently, directors choose to get rid of many lines they deem unnecessary or problematic in such an intense scene.
There are few productions which present the play in full, exactly the way it was written.
One notable production which achieved success in this way was Deborah Warner"s 1987 production at the Swan in Stratford-upon-Avon and again at The Pit in London in 1988. It is one of the most significant productions because of its complete allegiance to the original script. Not a single line from the play was altered or cut and, in the end, this proved to be a smart choice.
According to Dessen, "To the surprise of many observers, scenes that editors, scholars, and directors have stated firmly were unplayable emerged in this production as powerful and highly meaningful" (58). Whereas many past directors deemed Marcus" speech unacceptable on the stage, Warner"s rendition proved to be highly appreciated. As Dessen states, Marcus" speech shows him trying to make sense of the horrible image he sees. "We observe Marcus, step-bystep, use his logic and Lavinia"s reactions to work out what has happened, so that the spectators both see Lavinia directly and see her through his eyes and images" (60). In this production of the play, the speech is important, even necessary to fully grasp the extent of Lavinia"s suffering.
Not only does the audience get a better idea of Lavinia"s terrible state, but they also grasp a better idea of Marcus" suffering. Jonathan Bate attributes the effect of Marcus" powerful words to today"s society and views on rape:
The scene was so powerful to so many members of the audience because our culture is more conscious of rape and its peculiar vileness than many previous cultures have been: so it was that the words from the 1590s (when rape was very rarely reported to the authorities or acted upon by the courts) worked a new effect in the context of the 1980s. (65) It is evident that words can have a profound effect on any performance. So, while some critics may believe that certain scenes or speeches are unnecessary, unplayable, or unrealistic, others may find that they can actually provide deep insight into the intricate emotions of a character or scene.
Furthermore, in this production of the play, very little stage blood was used. Blood was carefully used and almost always on white cloth. There was for instance, visible blood on the white bag that contained Titus" severed hand and on Titus" apron after the deaths of Chiron and Demetrius. When Lavinia appeared, she was not emitting scarlet ribbons or silk from her mouth and hands as is often the case in several adaptations. Instead, there was a mere trickle of blood coming from her mouth as her stumps were wrapped in some kind of cloth and her skin was evident that this production relied heavily on speech rather than intense visuals. Nevertheless, its simplistic drama added to its appeal. The scene between Marcus and Lavinia ended with him cradling her in his arms and he remained that way for the entire scene. Another aspect that made this production so successful was the venue. According to Dessen, "Significant here were the excellent acoustic of the Swan and the close proximity of most of the audience" (61). With
Warner"s production we can see a stark contrast between her subtle realism and Brook"s intense stylization. It is a choice all directors have to make and it is their way of dealing with the many problems they find with an "unplayable" script. They may choose to stylize the action by doing things like using ribbons instead of blood or masks instead of severed heads. On the contrary, they may choose to seek realism, presenting gore and bloody scenes, lifelike severed heads, etc.
These modern adaptations provide an interesting dynamic. Each director attempts to make the play work for its audience, a modern-day audience -not an audience of the 1590s.
V. Conclusion & Final Thoughts
Titus Andronicus is a problematic play for a number of reasons. As
Shakespeare"s most violent, bloodiest play, it should come as no shock that directors and actors shy away from it. It is deemed as unworthy, outlandish, ridiculous or unactable and, to many, the play does not belong on the stage. However, this idea has been changing through the years.
Take Shakespeare"s King Lear, for instance. According to Dessen, "Indeed, the proposition that King Lear is unactable was believed for many generations and was only put to rest by a series of highly successful productions after the Second World War" (1). Critics believed that many aspects of the play were improbable and that certain scenes, like the storm scene, were unbelievable. They also asserted that, right from the start, King Lear is too unsympathetic a character. Nonetheless, all it takes is one breakthrough production to set off a series of adaptations. In the case of Titus Andronicus, Peter Brook"s 1955 production was that hit. One should remember of course, that this success does not come without directors making a number of changes to the script and the staging. The fact that lines and scenes are altered or cut completely from most modern productions proves that staging this bloody play today requires a very different approach than it has in the past. Therefore, for Titus Andronicus to work for today"s audiences, most directors choose to completely alter Shakespeare"s original work and
Dessen presents the following questions:
If a majority of actors, directors, and designers conclude that Titus must be cut or adapted to be playable today, does that assessment reveal flaws in the script that survive in the quarto or does it reveal something important about our sense of theatre or "realism" or style? For the historicist, do such cuts or changes provide any revealing "windows" into the early 1590s, especially when directors on different continents unaware of each other"s work cut or change the same things?
The fact of the matter is that Titus in performance can reveal a great deal about both the 1590s and modern society. Dessen asserts that Titus Andronicus is "the most Elizabethan of Shakespeare"s plays" (4) and so we must understand that this further complicates the task of translating the play into a stage performance for today"s audiences. To what degree, then, are our problems with Titus a result of such reconception or translation and therefore linked not solely to the play"s defects but also to the passage of time and to the consequent changes in notions about theatre, imagery, decorum, and realism? (75) What Dessen asks us to consider here is that the passage of time plays a much larger role in our interpretation of the play. Scenes that may seem out of place, confusing, or unnecessary today may have been perfect for audiences in the sixteenth century. Our ideas about violence, rape, murder, blood, theatre, realism, stylizations, and acting styles affect our interpretation, not only of the script, but of the adaptations.
However, many of today"s audiences are constantly exposed to violence and brutality in their everyday lives -on television, in films, in video games, in the news, and even on stage.
For simple reasons of taste -of moral decorum -the nineteenth century could not bring on a rape victim as Shakespeare could in the late sixteenth century and Ravenscroft could in the late seventeenth. In the Victoria age, then, the rape of Sondheim"s highly successful, contemporary musical Sweeney Todd deals with a vengeful barber who kills his clients and bakes them into pies. Essentially, the Elizabethan revenge tragedy has paved the way for the violence, gore and death we see portrayed in many modern, tragic shows.
Clearly, the influence of the early Elizabethan revenge tragedies is prevalent in today"s works.
Kenji Yoshino affirms this influence of the revenge tragedy on today"s society and films: Our opinion of Titus, then, tends more toward the Elizabethan than the Victorian.
The same could be said of our view of the genre to which the play belongs. It would not be hyperbolic to say that the revenge tragedy was the dominant form of tragic drama in the Elizabethan period. It would also not be hyperbolic to say that the revenge tragedy is a dominant form of tragic drama today. Focusing solely on the last decade of film, even a moment"s reflection will produce the endless July of this year, to rave reviews. Clearly, the play has become a more prominent name for many theater-goers who have perhaps gained respect or appreciation for the play, rather than disgust.
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